Builder Series
Line for Do-It-
Yourself Exhaust
Fabricators

Hooker Headers, long known as the innovator of performance exhaust products, puts the power to build custom performance exhaust systems in the hands of the builder, delivering high-tech components for home or shop construction. Hooker’s newly expanded custom builder lineup includes LS stainless and mild steel flanges, collector kits, barbed 1/2” 304 stainless steel hanger rods and matching insulators, stainless steel band clamps and innovative 2-1/2” and 3” stamped stainless cross overs.

INVESTMENT CAST STAINLESS FLANGE KITS FOR GM LS ENGINES
Formed by the same process used to create Hooker’s premium stainless steel LS headers, these high quality, flat-faced flanges deliver excellent sealing and warp resistance. These 304 stainless steel investment cast flanges (constructed by a permanent mold process to ensure consistently precise construction) are offered in either 1-3/4” or 1-7/8” port diameters and fit all versions of LS engine. Sold in sets of two, they include premium Hooker gaskets and high quality flanged-head bolts.

MILD STEEL LASER CUT FLANGES FOR GM LS ENGINES
Optimized for mild steel header construction, these mild steel flanges are precision cut to insure perfect fitment and are available in 1-3/4” or 1-7/8” port diameters. Made from low carbon steel, they are easier to weld than stainless and offer great sealing due to their 3/8” thickness. These mild steel flanges are sold in pairs and include gaskets and high quality flanged-head bolts.

BASE AND DELUXE STAINLESS STEEL MERGE COLLECTOR KITS
By far the most difficult header components to home fabricate, Hooker offers high quality stainless steel merge collectors. Formed on state-of-the-art collector forming machinery and offered in two sizes (1-3/4” primary tubing x 3” collector and 1-7/8” primary tubing x 3” collector), the two kits come in two styles. The Base kit comes with the formed collector and an expanded slip-connector and heavy-duty band clamp for easy exhaust system connection. The Deluxe kit includes these same components and adds a high performance investment cast attenuation spear (creating similar flow dynamics to a fabricated merge collector design) along with an O2 bung for mounting your factory O2 sensor.
304 STAINLESS STEEL HANGER RODS AND INSULATORS
Hanging exhaust systems, in a custom manner, requires quality hangers and insulators. Hooker’s new hanger rods are constructed from beautiful 1/2” 304 stainless steel rod and feature a machined barb end for a custom appearance. They work perfectly with Hooker’s new 2-hole rubber insulators which reduce the transmission of exhaust vibrations. Made from heavy duty rubber, these insulators feature a dense rubber structure that won’t tear and will deliver long life. Both the hangers and the insulators are sold in packages of 2 or 10.

304 STAINLESS STEEL STAMPED CROSS OVERS
Specially designed by Hooker engineers instructed to create a Hooker-worthy cross over assembly, this new product provides great looks at a reasonable price. These components are designed to equalize exhaust pressure to enhance performance and are provided without inlet or outlet stubs to increase tube geometry possibilities for the fabricator. Offered in both 2.5” and 3” configurations and featuring a low profile look, these cross overs deliver the performance benefits fabricators can purchase this unique problem solving component individually for the first time in Hooker History.

STAINLESS STEEL BAND CLAMPS
Hooker’s newest band clamps provide ease of use while creating a tight seal to prevent exhaust leaks which plague many other lesser quality clamping devices. Designed for slip fit connections, these clamps provide a leak-free connection and enhanced exhaust system serviceability. Made from high grade stainless steel and offered in either 2.5” or 3” diameter sizes, these clamps can be purchased in packages of 2 or 10.